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At DXC Technology, delivering excellence for our customers and colleagues is more than

just a motto, it’s something we strive towards constantly through our work. Every day

we deliver mission critical services in a secure environment whilst promoting our people

first agenda, a real sense of community and a healthy work-life balance. Our consistently

positive customer feedback and continuous growth helps us cement our place as one of the

world’s leading IT solutions enterprises, helping us deliver services and solutions in both

challenging and exciting situations.We believe that hiring a diverse team is crucial to our

success and our recruiting decisions are based on your skills and experience as an individual.

We actively encourage consistent growth on our journey towards a culture of inclusion and

recognise that the people we employ are vital to providing a great customer experience. As

such, we have a variety of training, support, and tools available to aid in your continual

personal and professional development. Our ongoing goal is to drive innovation and

modernise operations across the board, which includes furthering the skills of our

colleagues. At DXC, building a better you, builds a better us.Would you describe yourself

as a creative and ambitious engineer who is always ready to take on the next cutting-edge

technology? If your answer is yes, you are going to fit right in with our team. We are looking

for a passionate, motivated, experienced, innovative individuals who would like to be part of

our vision in helping clients transform their business.Our technical roles offer you the chance to

grow your skills and experience whilst working alongside some of the most talented people in

DXC .This role requires individual to be able to or already hold Security Clearance. Requirements

include being a British Citizen who has lived in the UK for the last 5 years
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continuously.Senior DevOps engineerA DevOps engineer delivers and integrates

software to form a complete DevOps toolchain. They are responsible for planning and designing

large groups of stories.Technical role: Skills needed for this roleAvailability and capacity

management. You ensure the correct implementation of standards and procedures,

identifying capacity issues, stipulating the required changes, and instigating these. You

know how to initiate remedial action.Development process optimisation. You can identify

process optimisation opportunities and drive implementation of proposed solutions.Information

security. You know about information security and can design solutions and services with

security controls embedded, specifically engineered as mitigation against security threats as a

core part of the solutions and services.Modern standards approach. You can apply

modern standards approach competently and can guide others in its use.Programming and

build (software engineering). You collaborate with others when necessary to review

specifications and use these agreed specifications to design, code, test and document

programs or scripts of medium-to-high complexity, using the right standards and

tools.Prototyping. You approach prototyping as a team activity, actively soliciting prototypes

and testing with others. You can establish design patterns and iterate them. You can use a

variety of methods of prototyping and choose the most appropriate ones.Service support. You

will be able to demonstrate a breadth of understanding of service support.Systems design. You

can design systems characterised by medium levels of risk, impact, and business or technical

complexity. You know how to select appropriate design standards, methods and tools and

ensure they are applied effectively. You can review the systems designs of others to ensure

selection of appropriate technology, efficient use of resources and the integration of

multiple systems and technology.Systems integration. You can define the integration build.

You can coordinate build activities across systems and understand how to undertake and

support integration testing activities.User focus. You know how to collaborate with user

researchers and can represent users internally. You understand the difference between user

needs and the desires of the user. You can champion user research to focus on all users.

You can prioritise and define approaches to understand the user story, guiding others in

doing so. You can offer recommendations on the best tools and methods to be used.Technical

KnowledgeAgile Sprint and KanbanConfluenceJiraGitGitlabTerraformKubernetesAWS

S3AWS EFSAWS VPCAWS LoadbalancersAWS CloudwatchAWS CloudtrailAWS

DMSAWS Direct connectAWS SQSAWS RDSAWS EC2AWS VPC PeeringAWS

LamdaAWS Private LinkAWS Route 53AWS ECRPython (Lambda)NodeJS



(Lambda)RedshiftPalo Alto FirewallNetworkWorloads managemnetWorkspaceLdap/ Open

LdapVMWAREWAFVMAzure DevopsThis has a remote rotational shift of 8am-4pm and

12pm-8pm.The role may include occasional travel to London.
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